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Abstract 

In this current digital word every people are using various smart 

devices in their daily life.  From the different types of smart devices 

mobile phones are the important one.  In olden days mobile phones 

are used only for communication. Now phones are used for various 

purposes such as to store personal data, funds transfer etc.  So, in 

smart devices security is very important.  Different types of security 

concepts are used in the mobile phones.  Pattern identification and 

pin number is the example of security services. These security 

patterns are used in mobile phones with touch screen facility.  These 

security concepts are easily hacked by the third parties.  In this 

article proposed a new security system using finger print recognition 

to open the content in the mobile phone.  Using this new application 

the users can able to create new notes, delete existing notes and open 

an existing notes.  This method is more secure compared with 

existing security methods because each user have unique fingerprint 

id. 

Keywords:  Security, Fingerprint, Smart Device, Touch Screen, 

Android 

1. Introduction

Due to the development of communication technology 

various smart devices are introduced in the market. 

Initially phones are used to make a connection 

between two members. Now mobile phones are not 

only used for communication. Mobile phones are used 

to send and receive mails from anywhere in the world, 

sharing photos, audio messages, video messages etc. 

Mostly amount  transactions also done with the help 

of various mobile applications. In this situation 

security method is very important. Otherwise 

unauthorized persons easily hack personal details, pin 

number and password from our own device.  In smart 

devices various types of security systems are already 

available.  But in this security system is developed by 

using fingerprint identification. In this proposed 

application used in smart devices with touch facility 

to authorized the particular user.  This app only  

implement on Android based smart devices.  In this 

application fingerprint is used for authorize the user. 

This application has some specific advantages. The 

main advantage of this proposed application is it is 

executed fast and easy to use by common people also. 

This application provides more secure and uniquely 

identify the specific people. It provides secure feeling 

during on line transaction. 

The main benefit of this new application is it is 

the easiest and simplest way to identify the authorized 

user. In existing security applications uses the pin 

number, pattern and password to secure the contents. 

Touch input is easy way to protect the content from 

the hackers compared with other security methods 

such as pin or password.  Most of the time, users 

forgot their password because password contains 

letters, symbols, characters and numbers. To retrieve 

the password is difficult process.  Peoples are feeling 

difficult to enter the password into the small mobile 
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phone screen.  Finger print technique overcomes these 

problems.  A fingerprint image is varying from one 

person to another person. The unwanted peoples are 

not able to guess any one fingerprint.  

This article is organized as follows.  Section 2 

explains about existing authentication methods used 

in mobile phone.  Section 3 deals with the proposed 

application framework and its process flow.  Section 4 

discussed about the results of this proposed 

application.  Section 5 deals with the conclusion of 

this application. 

 

2. Literature Survey 
Thom Does et al., said that finger print identification 

was standard authentication method on smart devices 

with touch facility.  Finger print identification API 

was comes with Android 6.0 operating system.  Using 

this API the application constructor to provide the 

security of data and issues the authorization such as           

on line money transactions.  In this paper the authors 

were used two security techniques.  The first 

technique change the existing software part to issue 

the proper authorized solution. In the second 

technique the authors change Inter-Process 

Communication facility.  This was activating by using 

fingerprint authorization [1]. 

Paulson P Kuriakose et al., says about how mobiles 

devices were secured using different techniques. He 

said that mobile devices were secured by using 

pattern, pin number and password system.  In 

authorization task using biometric details is a 

developing technology. Biometric security system is 

accepted by most of the android mobile 

manufacturers.  Android based finger print API was 

showed new level of authentication process. Using 

this finger print app the mobile phone was unlocked 

with a single touch [2]. 

Young-Hoo Jo, et al., describes that most of the 

mobile manufacturing companies uses fingerprint 

security system in their products. This authentication 

is not only used for unlocking the phone it also 

provides more security while on line payment.  In this 

article the authors discussed about the problems of 

current smart devices with fingerprint security by 

examine the services. The mobile phones are attacked 

in two ways.  In the first way the unwanted 

applications can get the fingerprint picture of the user 

from their smart device.  In the second type of attack, 

the hacker collect the fingerprint characters by 

decrypted a file from the encrypted form. In this 

article suggests a few solutions to avoid these attacks 

[3]. 

Octavi   an Dospinescu et al. said that fingerprint 

identification contains many uses in the modern world 

because it is one of the unique biometric ids. In this 

papers the authors presented the various preprocessing 

techniques applied in fingerprint identification.  In 

next part they developed a application for fingerprint 

identification which combined with Source AFIS 

library. The proposed application name is called as 

BioFinger.  This application used to fingerprint 

identification using the help of camera in mobile 

phones and presented their collected result [4]. 

Suchita Rane1, et al., explained about the existing 

security techniques like password protection, pattern 

and pin number. They proposed a new system for 

avoid factory reset attack.  This factor attack erased 

all the contents and settings in the device.  Using this 

factory attack the unauthorized persons are easily 

access the smart devices. In this article uses a new 

technique o avoid factory reset attack via bio 

authentication concept. A smart device with 

fingerprint security concept is more secure compared 

with other techniques like password, pin, number, 

security questions, pattern etc. [5]. Chandrasekhar 

Bhagavatula et al., explained face recognition and 

fingerprint identification were mainly used to unlock 

the mobile phone. According this article the authors 

conducted a survey regarding fingerprint recognition 

in Android mobiles.  In this survey 198 peoples are 

participated.  Based upon this survey the authors 

found facial recognition and fingerprint identification 

was the easiest way to unlock the Android based 

phones. But in the dark areas face identification was 

not useful. Most of the peoples preferred finger print 

authentication security over face identification or pin 

number.  Fingerprint authorization was favored by 

most of the people. The final result of this survey 

recommends fingerprint identification is more secure 

and easy to use compared with other security 

techniques [6]. 

 

3. Proposed Method  

Every people in the word have unique fingerprint id, 

both peoples are not have the similar fingerprint.  This 

proposed application is mainly used to unlock the 

notes by using finger print identification.   This 

applications will be used in Android based mobile 

devices with touch sensing facility.  It provides more 

security compared with other security concepts. 

Before going to open any content from the mobile 

phone, the user provides their fingerprint.  The given 

finger print is matched with stored finger print.  If the 

current fingerprint matched with stored fingerprint the 

application going to be unlock.  The comparison of 

finger print based in the minutiae points.  The 

minutiae points of the finger print are represented in 

the following fig.  1. The location and number of 

minutiae points are vary from one person to another 

person 
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Figure1: Minutiae points 

 

         In our proposed application consists of four 

modules.  Finger Print Authorization is the first 

modules of our proposed application.  Using this 

module the user has enters their fingerprint into the 

system to get the access control to the notes stored in 

the system.  : The user i.e. owner has to scan his 

finger to get access to the notes.   The following fig 2 

shows how the users scan their fingerprint to open the 

notes. 

 
Figure 2: Scan Fingerprint  

 

          After scan the fingerprint from the user, the 

minutiae points are extracted using image processing 

algorithms.  Then this extracted minutiae points are 

compared with stored finger print minutiae points.  

The match is found the user can bale to open the 

stored note from the database. The following fig 3 

shows the process flow architecture of our proposed 

application. 

 

 
  

Figure :3 Mobile Fingerprint Architecture 

 

Add notes module is used to add new notes and stored 

in the database.  The edit notes module is used to edit 

already existing notes.   Delete notes module is used 

to delete the existing notes from the database.  

This application is executed only on Android based 

mobile devices with touch screen facility. Android is 

the best operating system used to develop mobile 

applications.  This operating system is open source.  

So, the most of the peoples are used operating system 

to develop smart applications and develop new things. 

This security system application is very simple but 

using this application the notes are more secure 

compared with other security concepts.  The main 

purpose of this proposed application is the phone 

possessor only access the notes stored in the mobile 

devices.  This application is used as personal notes or 

private record or significant explanation. It is used to 

keep the critical notes away from unauthorized 

person.  If the mobile device cannot have this 

Biometric facility, this application is not able to use.  

This application frontend is developed by using 

Android Studio concepts and the database activities 

are created by using SQLite.  

 

4.  Results and Discussions 
Android 6.0 operating system only introduced bio 

metric authentication.  This authentication is a new 

security system. That security system gives the 

permission to the mobile phone users to provide their 

proof with the single touch sense. This application 

mainly used in unlock mobile screen and login for 

online transactions.  This same concept is used in our 

proposed application also.  This proposed application 

provides the security for important notes in our 

mobile devices. The following screen shot shows the 

initial stage of our proposed application. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: First Screen of Proposed Application 

 

The first stage of our application is unlocking the 

screen.  For this process the user can provide the 

finger print through mobile phone camera.  If the 

current fingerprint is matched with stored fingerprint 

the specified notes will be open.  Otherwise the 

person consider as an unauthorized person. 

Unauthorized persons are not able to open any content 

from the phone. 
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5. Conclusion 

Different types of mobile phones are available in the 

market from cheapest to expensive price.  Mobile 

content theft is increased day by day.  Due to this 

reason more security is needed for mobile devices to 

store important and sensitive data.  This proposed 

application is used to secure important documents and 

contents in the mobile phone by using finger print 

identification. Fingerprint identification is unique. 

The main benefit of fingerprint authorization is this id 

cannot able to misplace anywhere. Using fingerprint 

authorization online payment is also more secure than 

other security systems.  This application verifies the 

user identity with registered fingerprint otherwise the 

specified content can’t be opened. This application is 

processed in the Android based mobile phone without 

internet connectivity.  To develop this application 

Android tool kits are used.  The database creation and 

storing the data has done by using SQLite.  Using this 

application the user can store any number of notes, 

delete unwanted notes and edit existing notes. This 

security technique is working based upon number of 

minutiae points in the fingerprints.  Minutiae points 

are extracted by using image processing techniques.  
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